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Kennedy Sweeps; Ward Squeaks
Sec. Ward to Address B.C. Cross and Crown
Public Affairs Forum Mon. Elects Members
By JOHN J. CONNOLLY
Joseph D. Ward, Secretary of State of the Commonwealth, and Democratic gubernatorial candidate, will be guest
speaker at a program to be presented by the Public Affairs
Forum, on Monday, October 24th at 4:00 P.M. in Fulton 412.

Mr. Ward, who is a graduate of Holy Cross College, and Boston
University Law School, will speak on the general subject "A
Governmental Code of Ethics, and the Need for a Constitutional Reform."
Ward, who won both the convention and popular primary nominations, had been four term member
of the House of Representatives,
anA a candidate for Attorney-General, before he was elected to the
Secretary of State post in January,
1959.

Prior to these posts, the Fitchburg native, was a professor of
.fLaw at Boston University Law
School, (1946-59), and is today a
member of many civic, fraternal,
and community service organizations.
During World War 11, Ward
served in the Pacific theatre, in a
P-T boat squadron. He was honorably discharged in 1946, after four
years' service, with the rank of
(Continued on Page 3)

JOSEPH D. WARD

Humanities Series Will
Present Dr. Commager
The second lecture of this year's
Humanities Series will be presented
on Thursday, Oct. 27, at 8 p.m. in
Bapst Library. Henry Steele Commager, noted author and professor
of history and American studies at
Amherst College, will give the
lecture. His subject will be: "Nationalism and the Community of
Learning." Rev. Leonard Mahoney,
S.J., assistant professor of history
at Boston College will preside.
Dr. Commager, educated at the
University of Chicago, the University of Copenhagen, Oxford and
Cambridge, has taught at N.Y.U.
and Columbia, and has resided at
Amherst since 1956. He has also

held visiting professorships at several universities in this country as
well as in England, Italy, Germany, France and Israel.
As an author Dr. Commager has

written or edited some twenty
books. Three will be mentioned
here: The Heritage of America,
(1939); The Spirit of Seventy-six,
(1958); The Blue and the Gray,
(1950); and The Rise of the American Nation, a forty volume work,
is now in the process.
Students and faculty members
may obtain tickets at a reduced
price prior to the lecture in the
Humanities Series office in the
cellar of Gasson Hall.

Dems Stress Foreign Policy

As G.O.P. Hits Back

LOUIS F. O'MALLEY
The time has come to emulate
the Democrat nominee for senator,
Mr. O'Connor. Reassessment is in
values,
order. Not, however,of
but of the statements which have
been made in our neighboring column for the last few weeks.
Let us begin by re-emphasizing
a statement we have tried to stress.
The Democrats have repeatedly
claimed that, since Mr. Nixon admits his old-age assistance program will cost money, theirs (the
Democrats') is a better program.
Their program won't cost anything
because it will be administered
under an already existing system.
The added money will, no doubt,
appear from thin air.
We have been informed that the
complete federal support of the
school system is justified because
the states and towns can't afford to
build and support the schools
themselves. The federal government, it seems, can. Have the
(Continued on Page 6)
By

By JOHN T. CUMMINGS
Last week we began a discussion
of the issue which, rather expectedly, has become the major
topic of the campaign: foreign
policy. As important as domestic
problems may be, none approaches
in magnitude the question of our
relations with the rest of our
planet. No other issue is so basically tied to the fundamental challenge of the 1960s?that of our
survival as a people.
In this area, more than in any
other, there is a clear distinction
between the stands of the two
candidates. Senator Kennedy holds
that America's relative strength
throughout the world is slipping;
The Vice-President claims that
"our prestige has never been
higher."

One of the major contributions
to the successful Eisenhower
campaign of 1952 was related to
foreign policy: the then General's
promise to "go to Korea." This
(Continued on Page 6)

The Administrative Board of the

College of Arts and Sciences today announced its election of the

officers and members of the Order
of the Cross and Crown.
New officers of the honor society
are: Knight Commander, Joseph
Eugene Mullin; Marshalls, George
H. Carey, Philip S. Ellerin, Joseph
Y. Judicini, and John J. Maguire.
The members are: Michael F.
A'Hearn, Kevin T. Byrne, Stephen
J. Camer, John T. Cummings,
John Y. Donovan, Timothy E.
Guiney, Thomas E. Hart, Martin
J. Kelley, Joseph H. King, James
J. MacKenzie, Francis J. McGarry,
R. Michael Murray, David R.
Plante, Ultan Marc Rice, Joseph
R. Scalley, Albert W. Sullivan,
Paul Titterton, and Harold M.
Turiello, Jr.
The Order of the Cross and
Crown is a senior honor society of
the College of Arts and Sciences,
moderated by Rev. Alexander G.
Duncan, S.J. The members have
distinguished themselves in their
Freshman, Sophomore, and Junior
years, both by maintaining a high
scholastic standing, and by active
participation in extra-curricular
activities. This year four members
of the Height's staff were elected.
Inducted were: John Cummings,
news editor; Michael Murray, business manager; Michael A'Hearn,
news staff; Joseph Scalley, sports
editor.
The Order of Cross and Crown
is the oldest honor society at
Boston College. It was founded to
give due recognition to scholars
of the College of Arts and Sciences
who have best realized the ideal of
"Ever to Excel" on a social and
moral, as well as intellectual basis.
Recently the method of selection on
a strict point standard was discarded. The present plan allows
for consideration and evaluation
of candidates by the Administrative
Board and the recommendations of
last year's members.

Alpha Sigma Nu
Has Initiations
The Boston College chapter of
Alpha Sigma Nu held formal initiation ceremonies Tuesday night at
Alumni Hall. Representing the
College of Arts & Sciences were:
Joseph Mullin, John McCormack,
John Gallivan, Charles Glashausser, John McNamara, and Richard
Moore. From CBA were Robert J.
Kelly, James Russell, Hector Reichard, Peter Romano, and Thomas
Welch.
Attending the banquet were Very
Rev. Michael P. Walsh, President
of The University and Rev. John
A. McCarthy, Dean of Arts &
Science.

The Administration has announced that the Cardinal has
granted a holiday on December

16th and also final exams will
than

begin one week earlier
scheduled.

Heights Poll Shows
Political Surprises
By JOHN T. CUMMINGS
During the past two weeks, members of The Heights staff
have been conducting a poll of unprecedented size among the
student body. Not to be outdone by Messrs. Gallup, Lubell,
and Roper, The Heights set out to poll as many students as
possible. Assisted by about forty pollsters, we questioned more
than 1750 students. Naturally, 1960 being an election year, this
poll concerned the students' choices for the offices of President, United States Senator, and Governor, the three major

offices on the Massachusetts ballot this
The breakdown as to school of
those asked is as follows:
A&S
41.8%
CBA
27.8%
Ed
16.4%
Nurs.
14.0%
These figures are fairly representative of the division according to
schools on campus.
As to political preference, the
students polled grouped themselves
as is shown:
Democrat
47.7%
Republican .... 15.9%
Independent.... 36.4%

The rather small number of Re-

publicans is explained by the fact
that the Boston area, from which
most of the students come, is not
noted as a Republican stronghold.
These figures must be considered
with regard to the following results of the poll.
When the student body was
polled about their choices for political office, the figures below resulted. Out of 1774 pollees:
1236 votes
Kennedy
403 votes
Nixon
Undecided
135 votes
or percentage-wise:
Kennedy
69.6%

Nixon
Undecided

..._.

22.1%
8.3%

year.

Kennedy's margin should be expected in his home state, but the
results of the poll with regard to
the state elections are far more
revealing. Only Massachusetts res-

idents were asked their choices for
governor and senator. The results
out of 1112 asked were:
for Governor
Volpe
432
38.8%
Ward
451
40.5%
Undecided
135
20.7%
for U.S. Senator
O'Connor
545
49.0%
Saltonstall
425
40.0%
142
Undecided
11.0%
Mr. Volpe's good showing would
encourage this writer to say that
he will be inaugurated Governor
come next January. His extraordinary showing in the face of
Senator Kennedy's margin, coupled
with the consideration of the
breakdown as to party preference
would bring about a prediction that
his margin next month will be
200,000 votes above Mr. Ward's
total.

The figures for the Senatorial
race raise definite doubts as to the
outcome of this race. The percentage of undecided voters in this
fight is about half that in the
(Continued on Page 2)

Scott Foresees World
Crises in China, Germany
By R. JAGOLINGER
Public Affairs Forum on Monday.
Scott then proceeded to talk on a
President Eisenhower recently
had placed on his desk two reports number of historic decisions Presiconcerning disasterous happenings dent Eisenhower has made since
on the East Coast. The first, a taking office in 1952.
Among the important decisions
request for $50,000 for an early
the President made was the decision not to intervene during the
Hungarian Revolution. Mr. Eisenhower rejected the proposal to ask
the U.N. to send several thousand
observers to Hungary. The plan
was rejected because the then
Secretary of State, John Foster
Dulles, did not think the U.N.
would accept it. Mr. Scott noted
it was the first time in history a
free nation rejected a plea for help.
Another history-making decision
was our siding with Russia during
the Suez Invasion. This decision
has resulted in a reduction of
English-French influence throughout the Mid-East.
A third history-making decision
was Mr. Eisenhower's rejection of
Secretary Dulles' idea to go on
PAUL SCOTT
the air after the death of Stalin
warning system from hurricanes and demand freedom for the satelwas referred back to committees. lite countries. Had the President
The second has yet to be acted done this, he may "have changed
upon.
It is an FBI report of history" said Mr. Scott. This plan
an agreement between Premier was rejected because the Chief
Khrushchev and Fidel Castro, to Executive thought it was a "warsend several thousand Communist like move."
One decision that undoubtedly
volunteers to Cuba.
Thus, Paul Scott, nationally helped to keep the peace was Mr.
syndicated news columnist, opened Eisenhower's decision to intervene
his speech at the Boston College
(Continued on Page 3)
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the Annual Columbus Day Parade
in East Boston. The band was
taken out of rank, and moved up
to the very front of the parade to
escort the Mayor.

News
Notes

The Boston College Glee Club
reception and dinner at
Polcari's Restaurant, Boston, on
October 9th, for the new members.
This was the start of another successful season under the direction
of C. Alexander Peloquin. The first
concert is scheduled for November
20, 1960, and it will be a joint
concert in Lowell, Mass., with Emmanuel College, Regis College, and
held a
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Placement Bureau Career Planning
Announces Jobs Is A.M.E. Theme

The Placement Bureau of Boston
The German Academy will hold
College wishes to bring to the atits first meeting in Campion Auditention of the students the fact
torium next Thursday, October 27,
that the facilities and activities of
P.M.
an
invitaat 3:00
We extend
the Bureau are available for their
tion to everyone (whether you
use. The purpose of the Placement
speak German or not) to hear Mr.
Bureau is to tell of the vocational
Gerhardt Austine, who has re- Holy Cross College.
opportunities which lie beyond next
cently become associated with the
The Graduate Student Body at
Commencement exercises.
language department, speak about Boston College is sponsoring an June's
Placement Registration for the
the youth of present day Germany. acquaintance dance on Thursday
Also included on the agenda is the evening, October 27, from 8:00 P.M. CBA is on Monday, October 24th
registration forms will be
new lineup of the year's activities. until 12:00 P.M. Music will be pro- and
available in Fr. Lawlor's office,
Refreshments will be served.
vided by Pete Derba's Band. Ad- Fulton Hall and at the Placement
mission is $1.00 and all are cordi- Office on College Road. (opp.
Last week the Maine Club held ally invited to attend.
Bapst Library). The office must
its first meeting of the year. Ofhave some background information
coming
year
for
the
are:
ficers
before it is able to assist you. FolCLUB
MODERATORS
Vice-presipresident, Peter Derry;
low the attached directions
On Wednesday, October 12, 1960, dent in absentia for Don Fontaine Please return your Reply Card return the registration card to and
the
at
the
spending
junior
year
Boston
Band
was
who
is
the
College
immediately
the
to
Sub-Turri so
Placement Office on College Road.
greatly honored by Mayor John B. U. of London, David Madigan; secthat we can schedule the picture
Placement Registration for A&S
Collins of Boston, when the band retary, Alice Macdonough; treasfor your activity.
will be held Wednesday, October
was personally requested to lead urer, David Madigan.
26th. An introduction to all the
Placement Bureau activities and
facilities will be presented. The
Arts & Science Guidance Office and
Placement staff will conduct meetings throughout the day. All
phases of placement will be described and there will be ample
time for questions. Watch the daily
bulletin for room numbers.
In the coming weeks we will
FREE PARKING Province St. Garage
have several articles in the Heights
concerning placement assistance
and information. The filing deadline for the State DepartmentForeign Service Exam is October
24th. Applications are available at
the Placement Office.

The Boston College Historical
Society will have as its first speaker Dr. Raymond T. McNally, Assistant Professor of History, who
will discuss "The Meaning of Russia in European History." This
initial lecture?meeting will be held
on next Wednesday, October 26th.
at 3:00 P.M. The exact location of
the meeting place is yet to be determined. Society members and all
others who are interested are advised to consult the Daily Bulletin
for further information concerning
the room where this meeting will
be held.
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Upperclassmen from the C.B.A.
went job hunting and did not find
a thing.
At the first meeting of the Academy for Marketing Executives
members got down to the practical
mechanics of scanning the helpwanted ads in the Boston Globe,
looking for leads. Under the direc-

tion of John Carr, new President
of the Academy, they went through
the actual routine of searching
through newspaper ads, ferretting
out names of employment agencies
and even mapping out a door to
door canvass. Following this, Mr.
David Cox, Regional Sales Manager for Doeskin Products, presented several letters for discus-

sion. These letters were among
those he had received in reply to
an ad placed by his own company
in a Boston paper. The answers
ranged from a postcard with the
words, "I'm interested," on it, to
a formally written business letter
containing a resume.
Mr. Cox terminated the session
by presenting two model letters on
how to answer an ad. He then
spoke briefly about writing a
resume.
The second meeting was concerned with the writing of a
resume. Each member had been
previously asked to compose their
own resume and bring it to the
meeting. These were critiqued and
the do's and don'ts of composition
discussed. The last half of the
meeting was concerned with the
practical application of the principles discussed.
The general topic of the Academy for this year will be, "Finding
Your Career in Marketing." Sessions that follow will include probNews from Roberts Center lems of finding a job, getting adreached the "Heights" this week justed to your first job (5 meetthat the Boston College ROTC has ings), and facing up to the ethical
confirmed first semester appoint- problems of a new job (5 meetments in the ROTC Cadet Brigade ings).
for 1960.
Senior members of the Academy
Cadet Thomas C. Jones, '61, a will each take over the chairman's
Newton High graduate, a member position at one of the meetings to
of the Lewis Drill Team, and Cadet provide leadership training.
of the Year 1958-1959 and 1959-1960, has been named as Cadet
Brigade Commander. Assigned to Heights
the post of Deputy Brigade Com(Continued from Page 1)
mander is John McCormack. Cadet
McCormack, an active member of gubernatorial contest. In the latter,
Alpha Sigma Nu, hails from West the high undecided figure is inRoxbury. John J. Hehir, Jr., a New dicative of the fact that many of
Yorker, holds the rank of Captain those polled thought neither canand is the Executive Officer for didate worthy of high office. Senator Saltonstall's figure approaches
the Brigade.
Massachusetts has a fair repre- that of Mr. Volpe, and in a school
sentation within the section of predominantly Democratic, this
Battle Group Commanders for all would indicate he has a definite adlive in some part of the state. vantage over his young opponent.
Cadet Frederick D. Haynes com- However, this writer would make
mands the First Battle Group while no wagers on this fight.
John M. Sutton, commander of the
If we were to take a chance and
ROTC Lewis Drill Team heads the go out on a limb, we would venture
staff of the Second Battle Group. that Sen. Kennedy would carry
The remaining Third Battle Group Massachusetts by 400,000 votes,
is in the capable hands of John J. Mr. Volpe will be victorious by
Lake, a Cottage Park Yacht Club about 200,000, and Senator Saltonmember who makes in this case stall will triumph by a margin not
in excess of 40,000 votes.
an able skipper.

Cadet Staff Is
Assigned Duties
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Scott Foresees

...

(Continued from Page 1)

in the Lebanon Crisis said Mr.
Scott.
Returning to his opening remarks, Mr. Scott said that the
agreement between the two leaders
has, in effect, "torn up the Monroe
Doctrine." In spite of a U.S. organization in Guatemala which is
trying to stir up the Cubans
against Castro, it seems that the
U.S. within a year's time will have
to mount a military effort to destroy the Castro government.
Mr. Scott then answered questions from the floor.
The journalist, in response to a
question on the U2 incident, said
that after Mr. Powers was shot
down, a flight was made over Red
China, and another was made over
northern Russia. Mr. Scott said
that if the now-suspended flights
aren't resumed, we will be in
serious trouble within the next
six months because we won't know
"what the Russians have."
In response to questions on
Quemoy and Matsu, Mr. Scott said
that he believes both candidates
favor the Administration policy.
However, Mr. Scott said that intelligence has it that the "Reds"
plan to move against the islands
?on or about November 20. If there
are attacks on Formosa itself, the
U.S. will retaliate with carrierborne air strikes. If there are attacks on the islands themselves,
we will not fight.
Mr. Scott said another danger
spot is East Germany. He said
that there is discontent in the
Russian sector. As the situation
appears to him, the East German
situation will explode within a year.
The critical period is going to be
September, 1961. If the Eastern
sector does revolt, the correspondent said that the West Germans
will move into the Eastern sector.
If this happens, then it seems that
the Poles would move. Mr. Scott
noted that if the West Germans
move (and it is very likely because
they are determined not to let
East Germany become another
are
we
committed
Hungary),
to defend them.
In response to questions on the
current campaign, Mr. Scott thinks
that Senator Kennedy would make
a better president because he is
not committed to name anyone to

Ricci Activities Greco-Roman Art
Planned for Year Exhibited in Bapst

The Ricci Mathematics Academy
held its first meeting of the year
last week to accept new members,
acquaint them with the club, and
organize the year's activities.
It was decided to divide the
meetings into three groups: the
first, a weekly series of instructions on the theory and use of the
digital computer under the direction of Richard Greechie; the second, a weekly seminar studying
advanced mathematical problems in
economics under the leadership of
Stephen Tobon and James McCourt;
a monthly series of
lectures by prominent mathematicians from the Boston area. These
lectures will be open to all interested persons.

and the third,

24 Pledged to
Delta Kappa
Delta Kappa Chapter of Delta
Sigma Pi has recently accepted
twenty-four pledges from CBA and
A&S Economics. The new pledges
are: Ralph Bello, James Connolly,
Daniel J. Coughlin, James Cunningham, Joseph F. Dolan, William D.
Donovan, Jr., Ron Dyer, Eric T.
Farrell, Roy French, James Gale,
G. K. Hynes, David J. Knipper,
Harry Kushigian, Kevin Little,
Francis McDermott, Jerry Mello,
Fred Myers, Anthony Pagligurlo,
William Redgate, Michael Rizzo,
Joseph J. Sullivan, John Sweet,
Alexander E. Urbanowicz, and

Kenneth Zak.

Secretary Ward

...

(Continued from Page 1)
Lieutenant (S.G.), and is currently
a member of Veterans organiza-

tions.
A practicing attorney in Boston
and Fitchburg, Mr. Ward is the
author of one of the authoritative
works on law, Copyright Laws in
America, which he co-authored
with Mr. Edward McMahon.
Secretary Ward, the author of
a twenty-three point program for
Massachusetts, has gone on record
as being in favor of Federal grants
for educational purpose, and has
pledged his support to improving
substantially the economic position
of"the able, dedicated teacher at
all levels of the educational sys-

any particular post. A very good
source has it that Mr. Nixon is
committed to a group of N.Y.
Bankers who want C. W. Dillon as
Secretary of State.
Mr. Scott had a final plea for
students?he urged his audience to
ask sharp pointed questions of
speakers at future forums. He said tem."
Rev. Robert McEwen, S.J.; directhat this is the only way to get
clear cut information on better dis- tor of the Forum, has invited Mr.
cussions as to who our leaders Ward's Republican opponent, John
A. Volpe, who will appear at 4:00
should be.
P.M. in Fulton 412 on Monday,

November 7.
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Subsequent guests of the Forum
will be the Hon. Leverett Saltonstall, Senior Senator from Massachusetts, who along with Senator
Jacob Javits of New York will be
on campus on October 31, and the
Democratic candidate for the U.S.
Senate, Mayor Thomas O'Connor
of Springfield, who will appear at
a later date, before election day.

The Fine Arts department wishes
to call the attention of all students,
and especially those taking Fine
Arts courses, to the exhibition of
reproductions of Greek and Roman
sculpture and architecture now on
display on the first floor of the
Bapst Library. The exhibit, which
is located on the right of the entrance to the Library auditorium,
is a feature of the newly inaugurated Fine Arts course here at
Boston College.
Present plans call for each exhibit of reproductions of leading
and interesting paintings, works of
architecture and of sculpture of.a
particular age to be on display for
a period of 2 to 3 weeks. The purpose of the various exhibits is to
introduce or better acquaint the
students with the developments and
the highest artistic achievements
of man in the plastic arts from
prehistoric time, through Greek and
Roman, early Christian, Byzantine,
Romanesque, Gothic and Renaissance periods up to the present.
The display was set up by Mr.
Lund of the Fine Arts Department
under the direction of Dr. Rousseve,
the Chairman of the Department,
and with the full and enthusiastic
co-operation of Mr. John M.
O'Loughlin, the Librarian of Bapst
Library.
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Conformity, S.J.!

A spark of individualism was
enkindled this week when three
ingenious A&S Freshmen confronted a few members of the
"Heights" staff with what they
considered to be a practical idea.
They proposed to have a small,
spontaneous rally the Friday evening or afternoon preceding the
Y. M. I. football game.
"Because of the last four football
games we thought that the school
needed some enthusiasm for our
team," said the spokesman for the
trio.
The staff was all for it, and gave
the men a list of people to contact
for permission to hold the rally.
The first person they confronted
was Fr. Joseph Shea, S.J., the director of athletics. Fr. Shea was
surprised at their proposal but was
not against the idea. He said that
he would do all in his power to aid
them. He would also ask a few
football players to attend the rally
to speak to the student body. But
he said, "Space for holding the
rally will be a problem," and he
rcfered them to a higher adaministrative office.
Before consulting with the higher
echelon, the three stalwarts visited
Fr. Robert Ferrick, S.J., the moderator of the Gold Key Society, and
related to him their proposed plan.
They asked him for his assistance
in the matter but they told him
that they did not want the Gold

Humanities Sets
Nov. 1 Deadline

By CHRISTOPHER LEE
The World Relation League of
Boston College last week presented
the first in a series of lectures on
subjects of current interest.
The initial program featured an
address by Robert Welch, a militant anti-Communist. Mr. Welch is
a successful Boston business executive who has given up much of his
business activities in order to devote his energies to the "spread of

lege

truth."

Building. Mar-

tin F. Nolan,
the magazine's
editor, will be available for consultation at the HUMANITIES
office during the next few weeks.
Especially welcome will be students
interested in layout design, circulation, and original art design. Students in the undergraduate schools

are

The Campus Council in coordination with the Student

Senate announces that final
Freshman elections for the
Schools of Education and Nursing will be held Thursday, October 25.
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Stag or Drag

the Student
Activities

graphical and historical diagram, themselves and prepare to fight
Mr. Welch showed that a good por- this menace, giving their very lives,
tion of the world's area is "red," if necessary; "As Christ died to
or at lesat a dark shade of pink. make men holy, let us die to make
Besides the obvious satellite states men free."

FAMOUS JAZZ VILLAGE BAND
No Minimum
(right prices)

de-

journal

welcome at
Room 109A of

fail."
The most somber note of the
lecture came when Mr. Welch
stated that the U.S. was already
in the area of twenty to forty percent of the way to Communist
domination. He feels that this conclusion is in itself a conservative
one. There are those, mostly nonbold and pessimistic view of the American anti-Communists, who
world picture, Mr. Welch proceeded would place the figure as high as
to substantiate his claim with a 60%.
In answer to the immediate quesplay by play run down of Communist advances since an inception of tion, "how is such a thing possible,"
he proceeded to enumerate a series
the U.S.S.R. in 1922.
In the light of Lenin's three- of seemingly will-documentedfacts
stage program for Communist dom- and figures telling the unbelievable
ination of the globe, he speculates story of Communist control in the
that the agents from Moscow have United States.
The talk ended with a dramatic
already succeeded in accomplishing
two-thirds of their goal. In a geo- plea for all Americans to inform

I

undergraduate

voted to original essays of research
and criticism in the liberal arts,
announces that its deadline for the
fall issue is November 1.
Essay ideas
and manuscripts will be

gradualism as a guide, they rarely

Like all bearers of bad news.
Mr. Welch admits that he, as well
as his message, is unpopular for
the simple reason that "the truth
will shatter the listener's comfort."
Mr. Welch's message, entitled "A
Look at the Score," in essence
stated that Communist world domination is but a few years away.
In order to justify this seemingly

MAHOGANY HALL

Pawtucket, R.I.

HUMANITIES, the Boston Col-

such as Poland and Hungary, he
indicated other so called neutral
nations which in actuality are
satellites of new form for the "sake
of expedience." Among these Communist-run countries, Mr. Welch
includes Indonesia, India and the
U.A.R.
Why are the Marxists so successful ? The answer lies in their
method. "They let nothing stand in
their way. And employing the philosophy of socialism with patient

COPLEY SQUARE HOTEL BOSTON
Featuring:
MEL DORFMAN
and

Oceanport, N.J.

the affair.
Fr. Ferrick was in accordance
with them. He offered his help and
said that the Key would assist at
the rally but would not take it
over. He also suggested that they
use his mimeograph machine to
print up papers to be distributed
to the students, informing them of
the time and place of the rally.
But where could they hold it?
It was time to visit the MEMBER
of the higher echelon. There was no
apprehension in telling him their
plan, for it had already received
the approval of Fr. Shea and Fr.
Ferrick. But the Official vetoed
their plan on the premise that
rallies were "traditionally" run by
the Gold Key, despite the fact that
Fr. Ferrick had informed him on
the telephone that the Gold Key
would not "be hurt" at the freshmen running it. Fr. Ferrick also
informed him that the Gold Key
would be there to assist.
Despite this, the administrator
then stated, "You don't need rallies
to win football games."
After this pronouncement HE refused these three men permission
to have the rally. The spark of individualism which had practically
ignited to a flame was stamped out
with the foot of conformity and
tradition.
?A News Department Editorial

Welch Cites Progress of Reds;
Pleas for Immediate Action
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Key to run this function but to
assist at it and to add prestige to
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PIGSKIN PERPLEXITIES

Boston College students are seldom puzzled. They usually
know just what to say and do. But for the past week, they
have been thoroughly puzzled.
The subject of this universal disgust has been the failure
of the football team to win any of its first four games. Nobody
has yet satisfactorily explained why such a talented group of
athletes has fared so poorly. Nor does this newspaper claim to
have the answer to this riddle.
But it is a good thing that football is being discussed in
such a context of bewilderment. For beneath the surface of
the football program lie several ambiguities which are far
more bewildering than the present lack of success of Coach
Hefferle's team.
This newspaper does not claim to be able to answer these
more complex questions either; but we do think they should
at least be pointed out.

*****
There are many reasons for the existence of

the football
program. Among those more generally realized are the prestige value of the sport and the financial remuneration involved.
But what is not realized, or at least not discussed, is that
the semi-big-time nature of the present schedule and the
schedule planned for the next few years involves an intolerable tension. High academic standards cannot exist for all
students at a school which plays big-time football.
It is the justified boast of the Society of Jesus that their
educational system has the highest of academic standards, and
that these standards apply to all the students. But can these
two mutually destructive factors exist for a very long time
under the same academic roof?
The inner logic of this situation requires either the placing of a limit on football ambitions, or else the introducing of
courses geared especially for student-athletes. Sooner or later
one of the two results is inevitable. (At Notre Dame University a Physical Education major enjoys a permanent place on
the curriculum).

*****

Beyond the problem of academic standards, there exists
a further ambiguity. It is concerned with the material sine qua
non of any educational enterprise: money. As we have noted,
A reason for the existence of the football program is the acquisition of funds. And in the concrete, it is certain that it is
from B.C. alumni that the greatest part of these funds come.
We must assume, then, that the football program is designed
specifically with B.C. alumni in mind.
But this leaves us with the inference that B.C. alumni
will only support a schedule which features teams like Army,
Navy (this year), and Syracuse (next year). We are left to
infer that only by adopting such professional techniques as
talent-recruiting and spring practice can B.C. produce the
type of team its alumni will come to see.
Frankly looked at, this is an assumption that most alumni
look no further in their interest in their alma mater than the
headlines of Sunday's sports pages. And, in our opinion, such
an assumption is a stinging insult to those alumni.

*****

Since the present tendencies toward big-time football
seem to indicate an eventual drop in academic standards and
an assumption that alumni will not financially support B.C.
simply because of the intrinsic merit of its educational activities, we cannot but view these tendencies as extremely harmful. Some intelligent modifications of our football policies
would definitely seem in order. And yet next year's schedule
includes Texas Tech, lowa State and Syracuse, while Notre
Dame is strongly rumored as an opponent for '63.
We are quite bewildered.

TOO MANY SCHOOLS

The Northern Adirondacks, as exemplified in the tiny
Olympic village of Lake Placid, N. Y. seem at first glance to
offer little of relevance to the 10,000-man student body of
New England's largest Catholic University. In this instance,
however, a summer job has borne fruit for autumn's editorials.
As part of the unusually large diocese of Ogdensburg,
Lake Placid's Catholic churches have for the past three
months bewailed the lack of an institute of higher education
in their area. Why must we send our good students to New
York and Boston? Why must our parents bear the tremendous
expense of transporting their charges to and from Catholic
Universities three hundred miles away? Why can't we have a
Catholic college here in upstate New York?
But stop. What happens when we lose sight of the big
picture in our attention to particulars, when we end up with
too many Catholic educational institutions in any one area?
Boston and Chicago unfortunately represent the two most
extremeexamples of a saturated metropolis. Out in the Windy
City things have reached the point where two Catholic Universities, each with its own Law School, are foolishly vying
with one another for professors, students and financial endowments. Newton, Cardinal Cushing and Stonehill all contest
for what is likewise a limited amount of money. Gifted students and most important, good teachers.
As the oldest Catholic college in an area which is universally acclaimed as a cultural center of America, it is the
responsibility of Boston College to suggest, perhaps even to
inaugurate, a series of reciprocal agreements with the other
schools in the area. In the library field alone, a card catalogue
in Bapst enumerating the works found in all six college libraries would have the same value as a single on-campus library
of 1,000,000 volumes. Schedules of visiting lecturers and poets
could be coordinated to present a program the envy of even
the wealthiest schools. The benefit of special exhibits and the
almost infinite variety of an inter-changeable course setup
would reap a benefit similar to the "universitaeten" of Germany never before enjoyed in America.
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By PAT BROSNAN
The voter expresses, via

his
ballot, his moral, social, economic,
and political self-identifications.
Which is right and proper, for our
democracy endows the vote with
agency in the construction of a way
of life. But this construction is
done via delegation of responsibility. Such an exigency is aggravated in an age of almost appalling
complexity.

Which seems to have spawned a
dangerous democratic attitude toward the political sphere. "Let
the government do it; because only
the government can get it done."
Behind this statement lies something more than a delegation of
responsibility. Namely, a reassignment of responsibility. Perhaps
since the 1930's things have gotten
too big too fast. Or, again, this

| may be

a

reflection of the con-

temporary concern for Security.

In any event, the individual who
thinks this way is in danger of
losing his political identity. If
identity maintained is the result
of responsibility retained, shifting
?not delegating now?responsibility onto "the government" or
"Washington" can lead to its identification as an autonomous, potent
entity. To reiterate then: A certain segment of our political population seems to be courting the
loss of its functional political
identity. For such a shifting of
responsibility contains the possibility of the loss of the right to

political action. And the unaware
voter may someday become a cipher
in a filing cabinet. For the individual who has denied or abrogated
his responsibility loses his identity
?and has a new one imposed.

The Scholastic

(Notre Dame University)

*********

If Castro succeeds in turning
Cuba to communism, there is
nothing we can do about it. But
still more to the point, there is
nothing we should do about it.
A communist Cuba would treat
the world to a spectacle the likes
of which it has never seen?communism in a goldfish bowl.
Because of the geographic and
economic position of Cuba, the Iron
Curtain would not be able to effectively enclose the nation.
Likewise, Havana is not in a
position to entertain tank divisions
from Moscow should things get a
little too hot.
The point is that because Cuba
could not be isolated, all the nations of the world, especially the
neutrals, the Latin American
republics, and the new African
states, would have a chance to see
communism at work.
So let the United States do
nothing about Cuba. Let us wait
and watch until she tires of making
herself sick. For once we might
benefit by refusing to save a nation from communism.
The Creightonian
(Creighton University)

*********
all
danger

TO THE HEIGHTS:
Your last issue was very well gotten up with the news various,
plentiful and well arranged. I think the issue was marred, however, by
an item on the editorial page. In it Martin Nolan deplores an administrative decision made by officials at Boston College who chose not to
have B. C. included in a survey made by the American Association of
University Professors. Now had Mr. Nolan asked ordinary reporterquestions of officials and of others here on campus, he would have unearthed pertinent facts and have avoided wondering pain.
But he did not ask and did not learn the fact that the salary scale
at B. C. is more than ordinarily good for a college of such low tuition.
That information was easily available for the asking. Another fact: at
the same time of the AAUP inquiry B. C. administrators were in the
process of changing upwards the salary scale. They were not going to
report an outdated scale nor yet the new uncompleted scale.
Other facts to enrich Mr. Nolan's thinking were also at hand for
uncovering. The exact number of millions involved in the B. C. project
is set out on charts at development in Roberts Center. One can count
the vice-presidents in the catalogue.
Mr. Nolan thinks that "bright young professors" will read the
AAUP report and veer away from B. C. If a bright young professor
does not look beyond that survey in deciding where to market his
talents, he may well be not too bright. Who is minding the storehouse
of temperate affection to B. C. as a community in the The Heights office
this year? Such affection begets reverence for facts, among other
things.
David C. Lee, A&S '63
Ed. Note: THE HEIGHTS has always welcomed on its staff anyone
who can combine a temperate, affection for Boston College with the
amazing capacity to tap "inside" sources which Mr. Lee has displayed.
TO THE HEIGHTS:
With little of James Reston's hunger for accurate information, and
a bit of Walter Lippman's yen for definitive utterance, Martin Nolan
stated in The Heights of Oct. 14, that few Catholics accept the position
that men can live as Christians in a free and secular society. (Note: he
did not say secularistic but "secular")
Actually Catholics are taught that they can and must live their
Faith under the pressures and influences of a civil society, while Catholic publicists of this country are currently declaring this truth in the
face of the non-Catholic suspicion being voiced by people who shudder
at the thought of a Catholic in the White House. Martin Nolan's remark
seems especially inappropriate and misleading at this time of all times.
Let him either catch up on his reading or shut down on his writing.
Robert Burns, A&S '63
TO THE HEIGHTS:
It makes me happy to know Mr. Judicini likes modern poetry, or at
least approves of it, along with Dr. Bousono. I am overjoyed that at
long last a courageous man has found the courage to defend modern
poetry on the BC campus, in the student newspaper, of all places. But
as for myself, I would prefer to read the most difficult modern poet, in
my opinion, Ezra Pound, than Mr. Judicini, because I think that dear old
Ezra, even in Chinese, makes more sense.
I am very willing to admit that I probably do not understand Mr.
Judicini, because of the highfaluting confusion of his article and his
use of words like axiological, which do not happen to be in my unabridged dictionary. It seems to me that he is making these points:
1) the traditional image was always objective and produced a preformed emotion;
2) the contemporary image is irrational;
3) the emotion produced by the contemporary objective image is

spontaneous;
4) poetry is "the communication" by means of pure words of a
psychic state just as it is."
I would like to point out that in making his absurd distinction between traditional and contemporary poetry he doesn't even give us the
empty satisfaction of a date, or a name, other than Dr. Bousono's. I'm
afraid that Dr. Bousono, for all his virtues, is still not enough of an
outstanding, international, literary figure to identify an entire poetical
movement.
The other major source of difficulty with Mr. Judicini's article is
that he forgets a maxim of philosophy and literary criticism, used even
by Scholastics: Define your terms. Anybody who talks about "objective
images" without telling us what he means by 'objective,' should be dismissed as imprecise, illogical and generally debasing reason.
Mr. Judicini also fails to realize that the only spontaneous emotion
many poems written in the 20's and 30's produced was confusion,
mingled with irritation and obfuscation. Recent poets, such as Louise
Bogan, Fr. Berrigan, George Starbuck, have drifted away from the
Impressionism and associated nonsense I suppose Mr. Judicini is talking about and are beginning to use traditional, and even mythological
and biblical images again.
I personally have never seen a pure word, nor heard one for that
matter. Are they as chaste as new-driven snow, as clean as dewy spider
thread, as bright as April raindrops ? No matter what they are, or how
they look, I wish Mr. Judicini would show me one. I would appreciate
it immensely.
Gregory M. Dunkel, A&S '62
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MECHANIZATION vs. MASTERPIECES
by
FRANCESCO SCADUTO
the legions of Rome
marched through and conquered
Europe, culture and the arts
reached in the immortal city their
splendor. While the
greatest
Spanish Armada was being destroyed in the waters of the Channel, Britain produced the "genius"
of the English language.
Whether it was Athens, France
or Spain, whenever a city or nation achieved great political and
economic power, its fame was soon
enriched with bursting cultural and
intellectual activity. As the fall of
the Roman Empire gave away to
feudalism and from feudalism
emerged powers like Spain and
France, whose primacy was later
stolen by Britain, a chain of
flourishing cultures, interacting
with another and yet creating
within their own sphere new individual elements, accompanied this
transfer of political power and
wealth from one nation to the
When

TTower own

By DICK DONAHUE and RAY ORLEY

...

WE CONFIDENTLY PREDICT
a victory over V.M.I. tomorrow afternoon?by at least six touchdowns. Seriously!! How about getting out and giving those boys the
backing they need to grind Virginia Military Institute down to a "subrottsy" status. Don't hesitate to let "the echoes (of victory) ring again!"
The Victory Dance (and this time it's for real) is being sponsoredby
the Seniors at the Georgian Room of the Statler-Hilton, tomorrow night
from eight to midnight. Ruby Newman's Orchestra will provide the

.

necessities. Per couple, $3.75.
ROUND AND ABOUT
Regis of Weston is holding a Hemetera (as nearly as we can
determine "hemetera" is Greek for "our"?credits to R.P. and C.T.,
S.J.). Hop tonight from 8-12. They're charging a dollar; whether that's
in Greek or American currency, we aren't sure.
Also tonight?and rushing the season by over a week?Newton
Wellesley Hospital is holding a Pumpkin Mixer with Eddie Castle. Allen
Riddle Hall at eight. Six bits.
By all means, tonight is really the night. The Norwood Deanery
Chi-Rho is sponsoring a Fall Fling from 8-1, to be flung at Bruno's
Restaurant, Route 138 in North Easton. Not only dancing, but also
entertainment and dining. Price ? Ninety-nine one hundredths of a
dollar.
THEATER CHATTER
Tickets went on sale this morning for the eagerly-awaited "Camelot,"
a new musical by the Messrs. Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick Loew,
composers of another opus entitled "My Fair Lady." Their new offering,
based on T. H. White's celebrated novel The Once and Future King,
deals with the legend of King Arthur and his crowd at the Round Table.
"Camelot" opens at the Shubert one week from today.
"Invitation to a March," moves on to New York after tomorrow
night's performance at the Colonial.
Chaos results when a young German tutor arrives at the home of
a pretentious British family in "Five Finger Exercise," a drama opening
Monday at the Colonial. Jessica Tandy turns in a superb performance
as a vain, shallow matriarch of the Harrington family, and is most
admirably supported by Roland Culver, Michael Bryant, Pinkie Johnstone, and Brian Bedford. Sir John Gielgud has directed this work,
which played first in London and then went on to New York to win the
Drama Critics' Circle Award as the best foreign play of 1959-1960.
Hercules meets the fierce Amazonian women in the "Rape of the
Belt," a comedy remaining for another week at the Wilbur
Boston
critics were lavish in their praise for the production of Tennessee
Williams' prize-winning drama, "A Streetcar Named Desire," continuing at the Charles Playhouse
Shakespeare's "Troilus and Cressida,"
the inaugural production at Harvard's new million-dollar Loeb Drama
"Oedipus Rex" and "Oedipus at
Center, closes tomorrow night
Colonnus" are being presented at B.U. Theatre next weekend?complex
to say the least.
CHOICE SEATS ARE NOW AVAILABLE
for all performances of "Ben Hur" which is about to celebrate its
first birthday at the Saxon. Charlton Heston appears in the title role
of this outstanding religious epic, which last year won an unprecedented
eleven Academy Awards, including a citation as best picture of the year.
"Hiroshima, Mon Amour," continuing in its eighth week at the
Fenway (Mass. Avenue at Boylston Street), is still boosting the kleenex
business. This moving film, in French with English subtitles, treats of
the popular theme of the disastrous effects of war upon the erratic relationship between man and woman. Another "must-see"
Dirk Bogarde, as Franz Liszt, is still making love and writing an
occasional concerto in "Song Without End," supposedly a biography of
the noted composer, now at the Kenmore
Greer Garson's flawless
portrayal of Eleanor Roosevelt in "Sunrise at Campobello" (at the
Gary) is almost certain to result in an Oscar nomination for the lovely
actress, who, unfortunately for movie-goers, has been absent from the
screen for seven years .Ingmar Bergman's provocative film, "A Lesson in Love," is playing at the Brattle in Cambridge until tomorrow
night
"This Is Cinerama" moves into its last three weeks at the
Boston. Wow!
FOR YOUR ENJOYMENT
A week from tonight Ray Conniff, his Orchestra and Chorus will
present a Concert in Stereo without the aid of woofers, tweeters?that
is, in person at the Donnelly Memorial. Tickets may be had for less than
deals with the legend of King Arthur and his crowd at the Round Table,
the price of an LP of the same gentleman. Shows at 7 and 9:30. (The
progress of the Miami-B.C. football game will be related throughout
the performance).
The brilliant Israel Philharmonic, Joseph Krips conducting, performs under the auspices of Boston impressario Aaron Richard on
Thursday at Symphony Hall
leading Metropolitan Opera tenor Jan
Peerce is giving a recital on Sunday, the 30th, also at Symphony.
In an effort to raise the necessary capital to free poor Charlie
(now encased within the national monument honoring him in the Park
Street Station), the Kingston Trio performs at the Donnelly on Friday
evening, November 4th. As we understand it, the Trio are donating all
their profits from the concert to this touching cause.
Comedy in Music, with Victor Borge, his two pianos, greased piano
stools, Cornish hens, and visible punctuation, will occupy the normally
tight-laced Symphony Hall on the evening of November 11th.
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other.
When the old British empire
abdicated its throne of authority,
the scepter of primacy was inherited by a new nation with the
strength of a youth in his prime.
This country, the United States of
America, has gathered in a titantic
struggle its immense resources and
dominated and controlled its vital,
bursting energies, imposing itself
as the most powerful nation in the
history of the world.
The other countries follow in a
cortege and flatter this young
giant; internally the situation
seems ever more promising. The
standard of living of the average
citizen is higher than in any other
corner of this earth; the individual
is generally granted his natural
and civil rights and his life is
pleasantly organized by his society; opportunities for advance
appear everywhere at any time.
The presence of these conditions
in a country would normally imply
or at least bring forewarning of
flouiishing cultural and artistic
activity. Yet, in this nation the
phenomenon is not occurring with
the same great intensity and magnificent results as when it took
place in the various European
countries.

It may be said, that this intel-

ative ideas or through some
better articulative artistic expression.
grounds in Europe, for as the
Yet as the individual will concountries grew more powerful, tinue to work to obtain more
concentrated
wealth was
in the material goods he will become inhands of the few and the lords or creasingly restless. This restlesskings could call at their castles and ness is derived from a general
courts the most talented artists feeling of dissatisfaction. Once he
and learned men, thus creating a has obtained a certain standard of
stimulating
intellectual atmos- living the urge to acquire physical
phere and thereby encouraging the goods will decrease and
he will
spreading of the arts through desire to perform other
activities.
recognition and support.
When the individual sees through
This form of sponsorship has the other members of his society
now disappeared, particularly in frantically engaged in the same
this country, due to the more pursuit of goods, he will often asequal distribution of wealth and cribe his uneasiness to the fact that
other social reforms, though it he is not performing honestly his
may still be found in the financial duty and will plunge again into
contributions given impersonally his work, never becoming aware
by large corporations. Yet the that his restlessness was a warnphysical facilities for the promo- ing signal stimulating him to a
tion of culture and art are enorm- higher intellectual and cultural
ous: more than three million activity. In this way the material
students are crowded in thousands goods, necessary means for the
of colleges and universities; each living of a more complete existence,
city, town, village has its own well become instead the end itself of
furnished library; galleries of art man's pursuit mutilating his life
and symphony orchestras are and reducing it to a mere pursuit
of things.
spread throughout the country.
What this country must do is to
though,
proresults,
The
are not
enter what I call a second phase
portional to the means employed.
A characteristic which can be easily of civilization: the exploitation of
man's
faculties as exnoticed by a European is the pressed superior
in literary or other creavagueness and superficiality of the
A new society
knowledge obtained. This can be tive activity.
on the more solid values
explained by the fact that the founded
of the intellect and the spirit, more
United States is still moving contemplative and meditative,
must
through the first stage of civilization; that of physical expansion. be established.
This change can take place
Its population therefore, has and
still is concentrating most of its through the guidance of the leaders
efforts in utilizing the forces of of this society; I will also include
nature and in expanding the the millions of students receiving
economy of the country. Whatever higher education. It will be their
knowledge is imparted to the duty to modify the present values
average American must, in fact, .ield by the masses, so as to enhave immediate practical applica- courage the fulfillment of man in
tion. The other elements of knowl- an intellectual and spiritual life
edge, the humanistic or the and to subordinate to it the quest
speculative, he rejects or sum- of physical goods.
marily digests, since they are not
The change must take place if
of any immediate value to him. He the people of this country want to
will become, therefore, a specialist leave in the pages of history a
in some field, but will miss that mark of their civilization. It would
aspect of knowledge which will be terrible irony if such a powerindividuate him as a human being, ful country with such youthful
enrich his entire life and enable spirit will only be remembered in
him to contribute to his society the future centuries as a nation of
through his original and provoc- gadgetmakers.
lectual revolution found

FACULTY PROFILE
by

TOM HEFFERNAN
One of the newest members of
the faculty of the College of Arts
and Sciences is Dr. Lawrence G.
Jones, of the Department of
Modern Languages, a professor in
two fields: Russian and Linguistics.
Dr. Jones, who took his bachelor's
degree at Lafayette College in
Easton, Pennsylvania, studied Russian informally with his Greek
professor; this enabled him subsequently to teach English to Russian sailors during the Second
World War.
With a Master's
Degree from Columbia in Slavic
languages and literature, Dr.
Jones studied at Harvard for his
doctorate.
His course of study there included work with the Harvard
Linguistic Department and, during
the last year of his doctoral program, he was associated with
Northeastern University as a consultant to a linguistics department
project which continued for the
next two years.
Prior to coming to 8.C., Dr.
Jones was for five years a lecturer
in Linguistics and assistant dean
DR. LAWRENCE JONES
of the Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences at Harvard.
remarked, "B.C. has given me an of the piano with learnings toward
At B.C. he is associate professor ideal position with just the pro- the classical. He resumed his study
desirable to me, since I'm three years ago at the Long School
of Linguistics and Slavic lan- portions
teaching one Linguistics and two of Music in Cambridge.
guages. His courses include one
Dr. Jones felt that "the B.C.
in Linguistics, one elementary Russian courses."
Dr. Jones was a visitor in students I have met are more
Russian course mainly for freshman, and a more advanced course Moscow two years ago and was human" than at other schools in
impressed with the co-operation his experience because "they seem
in the reading of Russian texts.
of the Russian Tourist Bureau to be interested in you as a person,
When asked about his first im- which graciously assigned him a not just as a sort of butler to their
pressions in his new position, Dr. guide to follow him wherever he intellects." He did however, have
Jones said he was "happy to be went.
one adverse comment: "the boards
Dr. Jones, in addition to his on the platform in my classroom
back in the academic life and away
from administration." He further academic interests, is a student creak."
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ing and after (the bold face type
is ours) World War II" were re(Continued from Page 1)
sponsible for Communist dominaDemocrats investigated the size of tion in Eastern Europe and China.
the national debt lately? Further- This is intended to absolve the
more, the obvious question that Democrats from any blame for forcomes to mind is where the money merly free countries now being
is coming from. Doesn't the federal Communist. We wonder, though, if
government tax the same people it is not, in reality, an indictment
and institutions that the states do? of Mr. Kennedy's favorite hero,
Both tax individuals. Both tax FDR. Or, extending into his
business. The federal government successor's regime, we wonder if
has a corporation tax. Towns have "victorious Russian armies" can
real estate taxes. Wouldn't it seem account for Hungary, Poland, Eslogical that a more equitable and tonia, and even Tibet. This last
effective tax distribution can be named country was taken over by
determined on a local level ?
the Communists in 1952. We are
to wonder if that "victorious
led
administration's
We find that the
army" is still marching.
Russian
atpolicy is

South American
under
tack. We have lost friends and
allies, the Democrats contend. How
can they reconcile that to the figures which Mr. Nixon presented to
the country two weeks ago and
which we feel bear repeating?
In 1952, when the Republican
administration came into office,
there were eleven dictators in
South America: now, in 1960, there
are three. Doesn't this indicate
a movement toward democracy,
rather than away from it?
The Republican administration is
also attacked because of "our action in settling the Algerian question." The heavy-handed sarcasm
would indicate that the United
States should have done something
and did nothing. We wonder if the
Democrats would perhaps advocate
a seizure of Algeria. Or perhaps
we should merely send a representation or two to the French
parliament. The United States certainly has no jurisdiction in Algeria. Any "action" on our part
might have caused some slight irritation on the Left Bank, the
Right Bank and any other bank
you can think of.
We might infer also that the
question of Red China's admission
to the United Nations is one on
which we are losing ground. The
question has yet to come before
the United Nations. What they
have been voting on is whether or
not the question itself should be
admitted for debate and vote. The
Irish delegate himself to the
United Nations votedfor consideration of the question. We hardly
feel that Ireland can be considered
a stronghold of the Kremlin.
Again, we find a reference to
the Voice of America and the work
which it isn't doing. We feel that
the work might have been better
if a Democrat Congress hadn't
chopped $20 million from the President's requested allocation for this
service.
"Victorious Russian armies durWANTED:
B. C. Students to wear our Tuxedos
to all school's formal affairs
BROOKLINE FORMAL WEAR
392 Harvard St., Phone: AS 7-1312

the Democrats attribute their success to Kennedy.
We find that two other small islands have become an issue in the
campaign. Quemoy and Matsu must
be a special case, though, an aberration in world politics. According
to the Democrats who have insisted
on maintaining our ground these
two islands are not to be kept. It
seems that they don't enter into
our treaty agreements. Therefore,
we have no moral duty to help the
Nationalist army to protect them.
The Democrats have pounced
happily on an obvious slip of the
the Vice-President.
tongue by
Since he had no notes to refer to,
Mr. Nixon phrased himself rather
poorly. He said that the people on
Quemoy and Matsu aren't important. In context the remark
bears a much different meaning
than out of context. The Democrats, however, prefer the remark
out of context. Perhaps they do
because, taken in that manner, it
approximates their own position.
Their attitude is to discard the
islands because they have no
strategic importance. We must defend Formosa, though, because we
have a treaty. We find utilitarianism on the one hand, and hew-tothe-line honor on the other.
Next week we will present the

.. . . . .
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The themes of folk music are
basic. Death is a prominent actor
in folk music, but not the wailing
sort of death which appears in the
dross on modern radio. It is a kind
of a noble death, and a sort of
noble feeling comes from hearing
about it. The music does not deal
in fact, it deals in truth, and refusing to tell what was experienced, it tells what should have
been felt, and it expresses this
yearning for Tightness in terms so
simple that they may be ignored by
those who do not care.
Yet, however basic it may be,
the music is the start of many
greater things. Thirteenth century
folk-singers or gleemen, if you
want the footnote, accompanied
their poems with music, and although the poetry has gone into

!
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Continued from Page 1)
he did a few days after the election.
What he did there is rather obscure. Whatever good he may have
accomplished, he did not end the
war, despite his claims in 1956.
The war died eight months later
when the Communists finally decided that they would get no further with their demands that all
prisoners of war be repatriated,
a demand they had been pressing
since early 1951.
The President, his stature bolstered by the cessation of war,
managed to settle into the role of
benevolent peacemaker. This, accomplished by the thaw in Kremlin
outlook after the death of Stalin,
led to the Geneva Summit Meeting
in 1955. Here Mr. Eisenhower and
the Russians, at meetings attended
by British and French leaders,
negotiated a cease-fire in IndoChina. Heaven forbid we suggest
that Viet-Nam was sold out at
Geneva, but the out-and-out surrender of half a nation of more
than ten million does raise one's
suspicions. While Ike was away,
John Foster Dulles assumed complete control of U.S. foreign policy.
Actually it is the Dulles policies
more than those of Eisenhower
that are to be discussed. The late
Secretary of State was an able
diplomat; unfortunately his only
policy was a stark anti-communism. Everywhere he went he told
people what he was against and
how much he hated the adversary.
His method of fighting Moscow
was simple; organize the entire
free world into a broad form of
NATO. Neutralism, he once told
Nehru publicly, was immoral; it
was to be stamped out.
This solution was not badly
received in Europe, where the physical threat of Russian armies was
only a few hours away and where
growing economies enabled the
nations to support respectable
defense organizations. However
when he made the same demands
of India he was not successful.
Only recently emerged from colonial status, India had embarked on
an ambitious development program
to build up its domestic industry
and agriculture.
When Nehru
protested to Dulles that he could
afford neither the necessary budget
nor the involment in the arms
race, Dulles wanted, Dulles' ardor
for economic aid to India cooled.
The Soviets then offered no-stringsattached aid, giving them a foothold which they still enjoy.
Similar attitudes on the part of
Nasser of Egypt led to American
withdrawal of aid to construct the
Aswan Dam, a project vital to the
future of water-hungry Egypt and
a project we had originally backed
completely. Rather than abandon
the Dam, Nasser turned to Moscow, which was only too willing to
rush in planeloads of "technicians"
and rubles. Our loss of influence
in Cairo is directly responsible for
the nationalisation of the Suez
Canal and the disastrous Anglo-

French campaign of 1956. Perhaps even more important is the
fact that we lost our opportunity
to effect a settlement of the ArabIsraeli conflict.
The disastrous effects of this
course have become only too evident in the last two years. Almost
forty new nations have come into
existence in the past fifteen years
and almost all are what we would
term neutralist in outlook. The
Eisenhower-Dulles-Nixon administration policies of retrenchment
have thrown these nations open
to Soviet and Chinese infiltration.
In many cases we have merely
stood by and watched as "technicians" from Moscow and Peiping
have poured into such areas as
Afghanistan, Burma, and Indonesia. The bulk of our aid has been
concentrated in those countries
tied to us by military treaty and
less than two billion dollars a year
has been spent on projects of some
benefit to the people of these underdeveloped nations.
Events in Cuba, in the Congo, in
Japan have made the American
people aware that we are not
nearly as popular throughout the

world as we thought. People just
don't realize how little we actually
have done to deserve world-wide
admiration. They think in terms
of a Marshall Plan which re-built a
demoralized Europe, when the sad
fact is that the present Administration has never displayed the type
of leadership that was inherent in
the Marshall Plan. Foreign aid in
the past few years has been spotty,
poorly administered and largely

ineffective.
These are some of the policies
of the Administration in which
Nixon has acquired his so-valuable
"experience." These policies he
takes some credit for and pledges
to continue. He says he has
traveled in thirty-four countries;
he revels in having been stoned in
Venezuela; his travel has "made
him aware" of foreign problems.
Yet he makes the straight-faced
claim, "Our prestige has never been
higher."

Before closing we would like to
clear up some confusion. Last week,
our Republican colleague attacked
the grossly unfair McCarranWalter Act as a Democrat-spon-

sored bill of a Democratic Administration. As usual the G.O.P. has

its facts muddled. The Act was
sponsored by two Democrats, but
it was vetoed by Democratic President Truman. It was passed over
the president's veto because 85</r
of the Republicans voted with half
the Democrats to over-ride this
veto. In the Senate, the motion to
over-ride passed by one vote, then
Senator Nixon's vote. Senator
Kennedy, then in the House, voted
against the bill. Lest my Republican friend wish to seem to attack
Good Old Dick, he had better hush
his loyal Republican mouth.
Next week we will follow up the
issue of our present prestige
abroad and discuss the question of
Quemoy and Matsu.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

BERMUDA

brook 9-8700.
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standing.

folk-music which sells a little better than the real thing.
So it is basic, and at the same
time, it is complicated; it starts
out on the ground floor of the
emotions and it filters its way
through a hundred chord changes
into a thousand different shapes,
and when it reappears again, it is
still playing lightly on sentiments
which most of us refuse to allow
in the usual run of things. They are
going to bring it back on the 29th,
and those who are there will enjoy
it, although they will not think of
these things when they listen.
When the song comes out, it will
be a little raucous, because it is
supposed to be, or a little sentimental, for the same reason, but
it will not matter; it will be there,
and that will be enough. Six bits
is pretty cheap for all of this.

Newton or Waltham.
It's only minutes away! And Charterhouseoffers
everything to make a visit pleasant and comfortable luxurious air-conditioned rooms
modern
decor, picture windows
free TV in every room
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the south, or of the railroad working songs, it carries with it nothing
which can get in the way of under-

printed-page sophistication now,
the origins are still there. Mantovani plays "Greensleeves" for
yawning Scotch-drinkers waiting
dinner in lacquered dens, and when
they let the stuff into their heads,
they are hearing folk music gone
respectable. College freshmen read
"The Ballad of Sir Patrick Spens"
?they are supposed to, anyway?
and the only thing which translates
Republican plan for foreign policy this from pure folk-music into
in the light of its present success poetry is the lack of the song which
and in the light of the Democrat accompanied it, unless Bishop Percy was lying. Louis Armstrong
proposed plans.
plays the blues, and Brubeck plays
something else again; Miles Davis
leans back against the quiet smoke
FOR SALE
in a San Francisco bistro and lifts
Black 1930 Model A
something feathery up against the
Ford Roadster
roof,
and Anre Previn contends
In good running condition
with Jamal to produce something
Call DEcatur 2-2072
new on the Broadway theme. They
are all indebted to folk-music, just
as actually as is the Kingston Trio,
which plays something near to

Make plans for your friends and relatives to stay
at the beautiful Charterhouse Motor Hotel in

"I-"-"-"

George V. Higgins

A week from Saturday, a selected group of rather casual minstrels will appear in the Bapst
Auditorium to present an evening
of folk music. They will treat the
whole thing rather informally,
probably improvising lyrics as they
go along, and they will not expect
anyone to preserve a dignified
manner while they perform. They
will provide a casual evening, and
they will enjoy what they are
doing; the audience, if history is
Someone should tell them that any predictor of the future, will
World War II is over.
find it impossible to avoid being
swept into their mood, and it will
general
The
tone seems to be
not take long, either.
that the countries taken over durFor the appeal of folk music
ing the Roosevelt and Truman
comes dangerously close to achievunavoidable.
administrations were
acceptance at
The one small island whose troubles ing that universal
art aims. True enough,
they attribute to the Eisenhower which all
administration is wholly controlled it is not a refined art, but it starts
deep in the man, and it rattles
by American foreign policy and
around
his emotions with the greatseems to be the focal point of the est of
so that he cannot help
Democrat's vitriol. The situation but be ease,
interested at once. It is too
in Cuba, however, is far from
to be ignored, and whether it
stable and we wonder, if one of the real
of the blues from
anti-Castro groups succeeds, will takes the form

Expecting company
for the game?
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jelled on Saturday and should be
ready to roll. Columbia will have
trouble containing Hennessey's running and the passing of Joern and
(Continued from Page 8)
McCarthy. Holy Cross by 12.
adic offense is no match for Au- Cornell (3-1) vs. Princeton (3-1)
burn's defense. Auburn by 7.
Cornell has a good offensive acHoly Cross (1-3) vs. Columbia(1-3) centuated by Tino's running but
The Holy Cross sophs finally also has a weak pass defense. The
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defeated Baylor and Ole Miss has
won 9 straight. Gibbs, last year's
SEC total offense leader, leads a
bevy of big, fast Mississippi backs
that are guarded by a big line.
8.
Arkansas has All-SWC center HarPerm. St. (2-2) vs. Illinois (2-2)
ris, great speed and is noted for
Mississippi (5-0) vs. Arkansas (4-1) upsets but Ole Miss is #1. MissisNittany Lions just missed upArkansas has lost only to un- sippi by 6.
setting Syracuse last week while

Tigers have two good passers in
Scott and Sullivan and a fine runner in Koinrumpf. Cornell doesn't
have enough defense. Princeton by

Illini were the pre-season pick to
win the Big 10 crown. Both teams
have by, tough line and fast backs,
the only difference is Perm. St. has
better running QB's. So a shaky
vote for Perm St. by 1.
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V. M. I. Boasts 5-0 Record

"KEYDETS" FAVORED
HEFFERLE IN AGONY; Eagles Looking For Initial Win
SHOW MUST GO ON Tomorrow; Kickoff Set For 1:30

Aquila chupaetos, Ernest Hefferle and a host of eager young
men arrived at Boston College, a month or so ago, but apparently to no avail. The keys still squeak in the stands; the
frosh cheerleaders again perform antics before an unresponsive throng. But there is one important change in 1980 from
the decade which preceded it. Now, the college deemed Bostoniense not only gets whomped by the good clubs, but the
also-rans are gaining revenge for the past insults of M. Holoyak & Company.
The year appeared bright
and shining with a new coach
Sealley
and the strongest team since
F. Leahy, but the world of
crystal shattered in the heels of Bellino, Blanda, et al. It would
hardly be discreet to suggest the reasons for the present
plight of the pigskin here. As a matter of fact, we don't have
the slightest idea of what's wrong. We handed in our ticket
and saw the other team play a better game. We can hear and
see the coach yelling at a large bunch of players writhing on
the ground every weekday in the field in back of Lyons.
Evidently, this has some effect on the athletes: they are too
tired to play on Saturday.
Some will undoubtedly take this opportunity to strike out
plans for a whole new philosophia regarding football and
Boston College. However, scheduling has been made far into
the "new frontier" as Senator Kennedy calls it and any retrenching is quite impractical. The investment in a 26,000
capacity stadium is quite enticing, and undoubtedly will have
to be kept busy, since intramural football is not very big here.
Any future scheduling (around 1970, perhaps) with Tufts,
Northeastern and that ilk hardly inspires tremors in anyone's
cardiac region and would invoke a lesser response at the
boxoffice. Alumni used to facing Army, Navy, and Syracuse
will not adapt to Springfield, U.S.C., and Haverford. After
all they can go to Gansett on a Saturday afternoon or play
bridge. The alternative will be the same one taken by Georgetown, Fordham, and Santa Clara. Otherwise football would
be run at a financial deficit and that is inimical to any administration save the federal type.
Despite the suggestions of others, we feel that B.C's present
football setup will continue for at least our generation. The
only tenable alternative to tearing up Alumni Stadium and
selling it for scrap iron is maintaining a decent record against
the type of schedule which is now encountered. After all there
are three traditional Jesuit rivals plus 8.U., Villanova and
whatever assortment of major college powers which will

By Joe Gergen

Having found the East and Midwest not to their liking, the winless Eagles are hoping
to receive some Southern comfort from unbeaten V.M.1., who makes its initial appearance at
Alumni Stadium tomorrow afternoon. This is only the second time the two teams have met
on the gridiron, the first being in 1954 as BC's top team of the decade whomped the Keydets,
44-0. Tomorrow, however, promises to be a bit closer than the first meeting. For V.M.I, has
been installed as a seven-point favorite to make the Eagles its thirteenth straight victim,
and sixth of the season.

To complete the V.M.I, picture
we have to go back to the 1959
season. Statistically, this team was
one of the best in the country.
They led the nation in pass defense
(28 interceptions), least fumbles
lost (6), and were third in touchdown passes. Quarterback Howard
Dyer was number one in the coun-

by Joe

Clayton Goes

A Pickin 'em

By VIN CLAYTON
Once again Saturday dawned
bright and clear and throughout
the country the gridiron went out
to do or die for dear old alma
mater. The foot came to the fore
on the college front as Holy Cross,
Lafayette, Purdue, Auburn, Kentucky, Arkansas, and Washington
won their games on the strength
of a field goal. It could be that the
colleges are finally realizing what
the pros have known for a long
time; a good place kicker can mean
the difference between a good and
bad season.
The ouija board didn't foresee a
few upsets last week, but I'll stick
with this great scientific marvel.
Dartmouth (3-1) vs. Harvard (2-2)
Harvard could only score once
vs. a poor Columbia team while the
Big Green has given up only 2
TD's. The Contabs have some good
runners but without Ravenal are
just another team, while Dartmouth has the running of Marrone
and Rozyki and the passing of
Kinderdine. Dartmouth by 8.
Navy (5-0) vs. Perm. (2-2)

The Middies are unbeaten vs. top
notch opponents while Perm has
floundered in the Ivy League.
Perm's top tailback is out and still
hasn't learned the single-wing,
Navy is healthy and has Bellino.
Perm is out of its class, so Navy
by 20.
Auburn (3-1) vs. Miami (2-1)
Auburn has a big, experienced
line plus a great fullback in Dyas.
Miami is smaller and lacks experience at QB. The Hurricanes spor(Continued on Page 7)

try in average gain per play.
Twenty lettermen from this squad,
including eight regulars, returned
to defend the Conference title this
year. The Keydets opened the sea-

son with a 33-21 win over William
and Mary and proceeded to bowl
over Buffalo, Richmond, George
Washington, and Virginia on successive Saturdays.
The heart of this team is quarterback Howard Dyer. Nicknamed
"The Mississippi Gambler" and
gifted with a golden arm, Dyer

Heights Photo by Mike Kane

NAILED?Boston College Halfback John Janas is met by Detroit defender in vain attempt to gain yardage against Titans.

condescend to meeting the noble Bostoniense. There ought
to be enough non-physical education students around for B.C.
to field a representative team against such rivals. The last
two games were lost by a total of three points. The previous
two no one expected to win anyway. If such a record is reason
enough for Boston College to drop football or to take consort
with New England independents then we are all unreasonable men.

EAGLES BOW AGAIN
By JERRY FARRELL

Boston College's chances for a
winning season died as far as odds
are concerned last Saturday afternoon when the Titans of Detroit
University pinned a 19-17 loss on
the winless Eagles. Coach Ernie
Hefferle's club has now extended
its losing streak to four straight.
The one happy note in a contest
which brought little cheer to the
Homecoming Day crowd of 13,000
was the fact that at least the
Eagles looked good at the end of
the game. In its three earlier losses,
Boston College had had the initiative taken away in the latter stages
of the contest. As always, the
locals led in the statistical depart-

ment.

Boston College, which was an
odds-on favorite to win the clash
by one touchdown, found itself
without its first string quarterback
against Detroit. Signal caller Johnny Amabile suffered a badly
sprained ankle the Thursday before when he "fell up" a flight of
stairs. Thus junior QB George VanCott, who had been sidelined since
before the season opened with a
leg injury, found himself directing
the offensive attack throughout the
entire game. The sB" Brooklynite
did a creditable job under the cirben out of action he did pretty
well," commented Coach Hefferle
following the game.
The Eagles were the first to
draw blood against the invaders
from the Auto City. Lou Kirouac
booted the ball through the uprights from the Detroit 15 yard
line early in the initial period to
put B.C. in the lead 3-0.
From there on through to the

fourth period, the Eagles' offense<
remained dormant and the defense
looked at least half asleep as Detroit moved into a 19-3 lead.
The first time the Eagles got
their hands on the ball in the final
period they marched 69 yards in
nine plays, finally scoring on a 21-yard VanCott to John Janas pass
combination. VanCott skirted right
end for the conversion, and the
cumstances. "For a boy who ha-,
scoreboard showed Detroit 19, Boston College 11.
Both teams exchanged punts a
few times, then Boston College
drove 91 yards in 10 plays, scoring
s Joe Sikorski teamed up wit.

VanCott for a 34 yard pass-ru?
touchdown. VanCott then faded t
his'right, looked for someone to
pass to for the conversion, threw,
but had it grounded by a Detroit
defender, and the game ended with
the score 19-17.
Several Eagles were outstanding,
even in defeat. Janas, Harry
Crump, Dom Antonellis and Lou
Kirouac all looked good. Sophomore
center Tom Hall also did a creditable job filling in for Capt. Terry
Glynn following the latter's injury
.n the early stages of the contest.

Final Statistics
B.C. U.D.
Total First Downs
Net Gain Rushing
Net Gain Passing..:
Passes Att.-Compl
Punts No.-Average

No. Penalties-Yards
Fumbles Lost by
Interceptions

15
151

192

L

112
159

30-12 22-11
6-41 10-35
2-20 4-4.
1
0
0
2

Eagle Tagged
'Margo'by Two

After examining over 1,000
entries in the "Name the Eagle
Contest" the name of'Margo",
standing for MARoon and
GOld, was selected for the
new eagle mascot. This name
was entered by two B.C. men:
Niemic CBA '61 hurler for the
baseball squad and Rev. Joseph P. McCall '29, pastor of
St. Jeremiah Church in Saxonville. This selection, one of
the three left in the final competition, was made by a three
student committee.
Margo was brought to BC
from the Colorado mountains
this summer mainly through
the efforts of James McLaughlin '61, Bob Provasoli '61 and
Bob Hart '60.
Fourteen freshmen have
joined the eagle keepers and
have taken over the responsibility of getting the eagle to
all BC home football games.
They are also to start training
the eagle and hope that by
next year she will be able to
watch the games from a perch
on the arm of one of the
trainers.

comes into tomorrow's game leading the nation in total offense with
938 yards in five games. Last year
he was second in the country with
13 TD passes and was given honorary mention on all the All-America polls. Last weekend, two days
out of a hospital bed, he completed
11 of 22 tosses against Virginia for
205 yards He scored two touchdowns, passed for a third, and
completed three passes for twopoint conversions. Helping Dyer
out in the backfield will be a trio
of blazing halfbacks. John Traynham was the leading ground-gainer
on last year's squad and was
placed on the All-Conference team.
He has been timed under 10 flat.

Running opposite Traynham will
be either Stinson Jones, top pass
defender on the team, or Don Kern,
who had the top rushing average
on the '59 squad.
Co-captain and center Lee Badgett anchors a hard-nosed line
which makes up in aggressiveness
what it lacks in weight. Badgett
has been publicized as V.M.l.'s answer to Pete Dawkins, in as much
as he is the highest ranking military man in the Cadet Corps, vicepresident of the Senior Class, and
a member of the 1960 Pop
Warner All - American ScholarAthlete team. The end positions
were the hardest hit by graduation,
three of the first four wings departing for active duty. Dick Willard and Dick Weede began the
season at the terminals. Neither
one has exceptional speed or size,
but both are real scrappers.
George VanCott will once again
direct the BC attack. Seeing action
for the first time this year due to
an injury, George's timing on
passes was just a fraction off in
the first half, causing a lot of close
misses. But midway through the
second half he started to zero in
on his targets, and by the final gun
he was back to top form. During
the week Jack McGann was promoted to the first string, rounding
out a trio of sophomores in the
backfield. Centers Terry Glynn and
Tom Hall may not see action tomorrow. In that case soph Joe
Hutchinson will start over the ball.
Tackle Larry Eisenhauer suffered
an attack of asthma and is a doubtful starter. Dom Antonellis will fill
in if Ike sits it out.
B.C.'s main hope of a victory tomorrow rests on its ability to contain Dyer. This will be quite a
chore but not an impossible one.
The big question is whether the
Eagles will be able to rise to the
occasion.

